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station to transmit valid input signals are accepted by the ad 
dress receiving means and thereby all input signals from the 
other control points are locked out thus assuring exclusive 
control of the locomotive by the engaged control point at any 
one time. 
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REMOTE CONTROL OF A LOCOMOTIVE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to remote control of a locomotive and 
in particular to means atvarious control points for providing 
command signals to the locomotive and governing its opera 
tion and associated means at each control point for looking 
out control signals from the other control points once a com 
munication link has been established with the locomotive. 
There are systems in existence which provide for remote 

controlof railroad locomotives which are exclusive to that 
particular vehicle. That is, for example, a locomotive having a 
receiver and a unique addressing means and various control 
outputs and a transmitter having means for generating an ad 
dress associated with the particular locomotive and command 
signals for controlling the various control outputs of the 
locomotive via the radio communication link. This type of 
system has a shortcoming in that one particular operator must 
operate the same locomotive at all times and no other opera 
tor can gain control over another locomotive unless his trans 
mitting means has apparatus for transmitting the unique code 
address of the other locomotive. If, however, two operators 
have the capability of controlling a particular locomotive at 
any one time, there would be a possibility of con?icting com 
mands from either of the controllers and obviously an unsafe 
condition would exist. In a situation in which two or more 
locomotives and controllers were involved, the apparent dan 
gers would necessarily be multiplied. A system which has suc 
cessfully been used to offer multiple control point capability 
of a plurality of control devices is shown in a US. Pat. of J. D. 
Hughson et al., No. 3,482,046 issued Dec. 2, 1969, however, 
that system uses random keying of a frequency modulated 
transmitter to prevent interference, while that of the present 
invention utilizes a different system to provide such protection 
as shall be explained further in the disclosure. 

It is therefore an object of the invention to provide a system 
which obviates the foregoing problems and hazards. 

It is also an object of this invention to provide a multiple 
control capability system with the safety of an exclusive single 
control system. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

There has been provided a communication apparatus for 
transmitting multicomponent input signals over ,a common 
carrier from a plurality of control stations to at least one 
remotely controlled locomotive having a unique call-on ad 
dress means. The call-on address means is responsive only to 
input signals having the same call-on address component and 
each control station includes transmitting means for selective 
ly transmitting control signal components for governing the 
operation ofthe locomotive and the call-on addresses. The im 
provement includes means at each control point coupled to 
the transmitting means for providing a unique assignment ad 
dress component to the input signal indicative of the as 
sociated control point. Address-receiving means upon the 
locomotive having multiple channels selectively responsive to 
the associated assignment address is provided for manifesting 
the identity of the source of the input signals, while assignment 

. address command means generates a unique address com 
mand component of the input signal. Switching means govern 
ing the inputs to the address-receiving means and the call-on 
address means responds to the unique address command com 
ponents of the input signals and couples the appropriate ad 
dress-receiving means channel associated with the control sta 
tion and subsequently decouples the call-on address means so 
that only input signals from the ?rst control station to transmit 
valid input signals are accepted by the address-receiving 
means thereby locking out all input signals from the other con 
trol points, and assuring exclusive control of the locomotive 
by the engaged control point at any one time. 

For a better understanding of the present invention, 
together with other and further objects thereof, reference is 
had to the following description, taken in connection with the 
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2 
accompanying drawing, while its scope will be pointed out in 
the appended claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWING 

The FIGURE shows a block diagram of the apparatus 
necessary for practicing the present invention and also depicts 
expansion to multiple vehicle control by a plurality of control 
points. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

Generally, the apparatus of the present invention operates 
as follows. A signal is transmitted from any one of the control 
points and received by one or more of the locomotives within 
range. The signal includes an identifying address code which 
when received by a locomotive having corresponding means 
for decoding the address recognizes the signal as valid for the 
particular locomotive and issues a signal for readying the 
system to accept further signals from the particular source. 
The control point further communicates an address signal 
within the input signal which identi?es itself as the source of 
the signal. This source address signal is decoded by the ap 
paratus on the locomotive and an address command signal is 
used from the control point which operates a switching net 
work which decouples the local addressing apparatus and cou 
ples an addressing apparatus associated with the source only. 
Command signals from the source are also issued in the input 
and are decoded and relayed to control circuits on the 
locomotive for operating the various functions called for by 
the control point. Under the circumstances just described, 
?rst the locomotive is called by its own address, then the ad 
dress of the source is identi?ed and locomotive address is 
switched to the control point address so that all other control 
points are locked out of communications with this particular 
locomotive when it is being controlled by a particular control 
point. When the control point which has in?uence over the 
particular locomotive relinquishes control, the locomotive 
switches back to its local address and is ready for commands 
from any other control point which issues a valid call-on ad 
dress and its own subsequent address and commands. 
The drawing shows control points A and B which each have 

means included therein for calling upon each of the remote 
locomotives l, 2 and 3, means for identifying themselves to 
the particular locomotive called, means for commanding an 
address change, and also means for generating control signals 
for the various functions of the particular locomotive. Con 
troller A is typical of the type used in the present invention 
and includes a transmitter 10 for communicating the input 
signals to each of the locomotives. The transmitter 10 is fed by 
call-on address selector 9 which provides a call-on address for 
the particular locomotive to be contacted and assignment ad 
dress command 8 which contains a command code for the par 
ticular station A. Also included in the control point A is a 
function selector 7 which generates signals corresponding to 
the different desired functions to be performed by the locomo 
tive called. “A" assignment address 6 is coupled to transmitter 
10 and generates an address signal unique to control point A 
which identi?es the control point “A” as the source of the 
input signals. Control point B contains similar apparatus and is 
merely shown in the block form in the drawing. 
When an operator selects a particular locomotive, he actu 

ates the call-on address selector corresponding to that 
locomotive and it transmits a call-on address signal. Sub 
sequently, an assignment address is transmitted indicative of 
the particular control point, to be detected by apparatus on 
the locomotive so that only signals from that particular source 
are recognized. 

If the operator at control point A wishes to control locomo 
tive l, he can do so provided that 1 is not being controlled by 
any other operator. Operator A actuates the call-on address 
selector 9 for locomotive l, the signal is fed by transmitter 10 
to receiver 11, ampli?ed by the audio ampli?er l2 and con 
veyed to address ?lter 13. This ?lter accepts only the address 
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portion of the input signals from the transmitter 10. This signal 
is then transmitted through the back contacts of relays l4 and 
15 to an input on the locomotive call-on address 16. If the ad 
dress transmitted by the remote control point A is the same as 
for locomotive 1, the local call-on address 16 accepts the 
signals and provides an output to address detector 17 which 
veri?es the proper call-on address for locomotive 1. An output 
from address detector 17 is conveyed to assignment command 
driver 18 which is then ready for operation. 

In addition to a call-on address, operator A transmits an as 
signment address command for the control point A. This com 
ponent of the input signal is ?ltered through command tone 
filter 19. This ?lter accepts only the command portions of the 
input signal. An output of the command tone ?lter 19 is trans 
mitted to assignment command detector 20 which in this case 
interprets the signal as coming from control point A. The as 
signment command detector 20 may be a shift register which 
upon receiving the assignment address command component 
of the input signal either sequentially or in parallel may pro 
vide certain outputs energized for actuating the assignment 
command driver 18 to energize either of the relays 14 or 15. In 
the present operation, the assignment command driver has 
been keyed to the A assignment address and therefore has ac 
tuated relay 14 for decoupling the local call-on address 16 for 
locomotive l and activating an input to “A" assignment ad 
dress receiver 22. An assignment address component of the 
input signal keyed to the “A” assignment address receiver 22 
from “A" assignment address 6, is ?ltered through address 
filter 13 through a front contact of relay 14 directly to the 
input of “A" assignment address receiver 22. If the assignment 
address receiver 22 recognizes the assignment address com 
ponent of the input signal for remote location A as it should, 
an output is delivered to address detector 17 which again veri 
fies that the proper address has been received and continues 
to produce an output to the assignment command driver 18 
which permits its continued operation in the activated state. 

In order to terminate control of control point A over the 
locomotive l, the operator merely ceases to transmit assign 
ment address information from “A” assignment address 6 
through the transmitter 10 to receiver 11 and so forth. This in 
turn is detected at address detector 17 that a valid signal no 
longer exists and the output to assignment command driver 18 
is terminated dropping relay 14 to its back contact. In addi 
tion, the operator also terminates the output of call-on address 
selector 9 so that signals calling for locomotive l are no longer 
communicated. 
Another output from address detector 17 actuates com 

mand relay drivers 24. These drivers enable actuation of 
relays 25, 25’ and 25", etc., which actuate various control cir 
cuits in the locomotive for different functions desired. Signals 
from function selector 7 in remote control point A are filtered 
through command tone filter 19 which separates the assign 
ment command signals from the function command signals. 
The function signals are coupled to function command detec— 
tor 23 which interprets the signals and produces signals to the 
command relay drivers 24 which in turn actuate the ap 
propriate relay output. 
Each of the other locomotives 2 and 3 contain similar ap 

paratus to that on locomotive 1 except that the locomotive 
call-on address 16 is keyed to another address unique to that 
particular locomotive. Each locomotive contains, however, 
assignment address receivers 22 and 21 so that either of the 
control points A or B can be used to command the operation 
of the locomotive. 
Once a control point has taken over command ofa locomo 

tive, no other control point can gain access to the controls of 
that particular vehicle. This is because the assignment address 
receivers 21 and 22 are activated and only recognize the par 
ticular control point ?rst to transmit a signal which has the 
correct call-on address; assignment address command; and as 
signment address. This system effectively locks out all other 
control points whenever one gains access to the control of the 
locomotive. 
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4 
Each control point A and B has certain capabilities as fol 

lows. The operator at control point A may call on any one of 
the locomotives l, 2 or 3 so therefore operator A must have 
access to a call-on address keyed to each of the locomotives. 
The operator also requires access to an'assignment address 
command capable of transmitting a signal which is interpreted 
by the assignment command detector 20 in order to activate 
the associated assignment command driver 18 so that the 
proper assignment address receiver input is activated. It is also 
necessary that the operator at A have an assignment address 
unique to his location which identifies the source of the input 
signals, i.e., “A" assignment address 6. Theassignment ad 
dress in this case is transmitted through the appropriate relay 
14 to the ‘*A“ assignment address receiver 22. Operator B 
similarly has access to call—on address 1,2 and 3 but has a "B" 
assignment address unique to itself and different from A and 
an assignment address command. 

In order to call a locomotive, therefore, an operator must 
first transmit a call-on address which readies the locomotive to 
receive further information; then the operator must provide 
an assignment address command. This assignment address 
command causes the locomotive’s internal receiving ap 
paratus to shift over to appropriately selected circuitry which 
will only receive the assignment address of the control point 
which now has exclusive control of the locomotive. A channel 
is established and control signals for operating the various 
functions of the locomotive may be transmitted. These must 
be transmitted, however, not only as commands, but also with 
an appropriate assignment. address preceding the command so 
that the locomotive recognizes through the appropriate as 
signment address receiver that the command is valid and from 
the proper control point. Once the assignment address is ter 
minated, the system shifts back to a call-on basis. If another 
call-on address is not transmitted, the locomotive will remain 
stationary and ready for any other control point to establish a 
communications link for exclusive control of the vehicle dur 
ing that time interval. 
There has been provided a ?exible system which can be 

used to operate a number of different locomotives from multi 
ple control points and maintain an extremely safe condition 
over the operation of these vehicles. In addition, if one control 
point becomes inoperative, another control point can be used 
to operate the vehicles and thus maintain a most useful effi 
ciency. The system of the present invention therefore solves 
some of the shortcomings of the prior art and in addition pro 
vides a system which is capable of efficient, safe and reliable 
operation. 
While there has been described what is at present con 

sidered to be the preferred embodiment of the invention, it 
will be obvious to those skilled in the art that various changes 
and modifications may be made therein without departing 
from the invention, and it is therefore aimed in the appended 
claims to cover all such changes and modi?cations as fall 
within the true spirit and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A communication apparatus for transmitting multicom 

ponent input signals over a common carrier from a plurality of 
control stations to at least one remotely controlled locomotive 
having a unique call~on address means, responsive only to 
input signals having the same call-on address component and 
each control station includes transmitting means for selective 
ly transmitting control signal components for governing the 
operation of the locomotive and the call-on address wherein 
the improvement comprises: 

a. means at each control point coupled to the transmitting 
means for providing a unique assignment address com 
ponent to the input signal indicative of the associated 
control point; 

b. address-receiving means on the locomotive having multi 
ple channels selectively responsive to the associated as 
signment address for providing a manifestation of the 
identity of the source of said input signals; 
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c. assignment address command means for providing a 
unique address command component to the input signal; 
and 

d. switching means governing the inputs to the address 
receiving means and the call~on address means responsive 
to the unique address command components of the input 
signals for coupling the appropriate address-receiving 
means channel associated with the control station and 
subsequently decoupling the call-on address means so 
that only input signals from the ?rst control station to 
transmit valid input signals are accepted by the address 
receiving means thereby locking out all input signals from 
the other control points, and assuring exclusive control of 
the locomotive by the engaged control point at any one 
time. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 further including a function 
generator responsive to a function command component of 
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6 
the input signals for providing function signals to apparatus for 
performing the various operations of the locomotive. 

3. The apparatus of claim 2 further including ?ltering means 
responsive to each of the components of the input signals for 
providing the associated signals to the call-on address means, 
address-receiving means, switching means and function 
generator. 

4. Apparatus of claim 3 including checking means respon 
sive to the call-on address means and the address~receiving 
means coupled to the switching means for deactivating the 
switching means if the call-on address and subsequent assign 
ment address manifestation are not received. 

5. The apparatus of claim 4 wherein the checking means is 
further coupled to the function generator for inhibiting func 
tion signals when said call-on address, and address receiver 
manifestation are absent. 


